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To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to complain about an incident, which took place at 3am on Thursday 6th June. 
The incident that I am referring to was in my home in Texas (Earth). Luckily, I was able to 
salvage my CCTV from the wreckage (of my house) in order to determine what had occurred. 
There are several things that I witnessed on the footage that I will address in this letter.

First of all, I do not appreciate the way in which my body was handled during a training session 
for a very inexperienced, young individual - some might also call him stupid. I was lifted from 
my comfortable bed and thrown around the room like a rag doll. Furthermore, I was forced 
through a window (bottom �rst) and sucked up into your ship via a beam of light- this is 
extremely unsafe. This resulted in me being dropped �fty feet through the air but fortunately I 
was caught before I hit the ground.

In addition to my body being treated so disgustingly, my home was also completely destroyed. 
Although attempts were made to put things back where they belong, ultimately my home was 
crushed by your battlecruiser and all that remained the next morning was me in my striped, 
blue pyjamas; my bed, which stood in the centre of a huge canyon; and a few belongings, 
which laid smashed at bottom of the pit you left behind. After causing this destruction, your 
ship left the atmosphere taking most of my house and belongings with it.

What’s more, my insurance company have refused to pay for the repairs because I was 
unable to persuade them that this story is factual. 
Therefore, I am requesting compensation from 
you for the damages caused on that disastrous 
night. Please send a cheque as soon as possible. 
Alternatively, return my house and belongings 
in the state in which you found them.

Yours Sincerely,


